2000 ford ranger 3.0 v6

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior condition with no
visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major mechanical or
cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle
ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there any mechanical
issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in need of paint or
body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any
tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you have? Does the
vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the vehicle?
Estimated values for the Ford Ranger. See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value"
might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given
vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Ford Ranger on Edmunds. You'll
need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option
packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple
thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors
will affect how much a Ford Ranger is worth. For starters, you'll need information such as the
year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate number, head
to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a
Ford Ranger, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed
options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer
retail value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for
everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Ford Ranger. We recommend you
read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself.
When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Ford Ranger and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here.
To understand if the Ford Ranger is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and
consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal
calculator. Sponsored cars related to the Ranger. Sign Up. Despite its substantial age, the Ford
Ranger is still one of the wiser choices in the compact truck market. Whether it's image or utility
that attracts you to a compact truck, Ford stands ready to seduce you into its strong-selling
Ranger. The standard engine on 2WD models is Ford's 2. With the larger V6, acceleration is
impressively brisk, especially from a standstill or when merging and passing. This engine is
available with a five-speed automatic transmission. Its upshifts are crisp and barely noticed,
with just a slight jolt under hard throttle, and downshifts deliver only slightly more harshness.
Push-button four-wheel drive, if installed, is a snap to use. Well-controlled overall, with good
steering feedback, Rangers handle easily, corner capably, maneuver neatly, and stay
reasonably stable on curves. Occupants aren't likely to complain about the ride, either, though
it can grow bouncy around town. Gas mileage isn't the greatest with the big engine and
automatic. The four-door SuperCab -- available in 2WD and 4WD -- makes it easy to access the
storage compartment from either side of the truck, a big assist when loading cargo and gear.

The optional rear doors hinge off the corner pillars of the cab and swing out 90 degrees from
the doorsill. There are no B-pillars to obstruct loading. The Ranger is equipped with dual
airbags and side-impact protection beams. Four-wheel ABS is optional. It includes the 3. The 3.
When E is unavailable, regular unleaded gasoline can be used with no detriment to
performance. Ford has had the best-selling small trucks in the country for years. Fun to drive,
sharp looking and well built, the Ranger delivers a solid compact-pickup experience. Its most
serious competition comes from the Dodge Dakota, which is slightly larger and offers V8 power.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Ranger. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Ranger lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Room in
extended-cab area isn't enough for adults, questionable front-end styling. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the
2WD can be had with a "Trailhead" off-road style suspension package complete with larger tires
and wheels, giving it the tough look of its 4WD cousin. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. Actual mileage was 69K last year. I made a typo on my 10 year review, but still low
miles for the age of the truck. Most Reliable vehicle I have ever owned. It may be slow, the paint
may be pealing off, and the design is 20 plus years old, but I would not own another vehicle for
everyday use. I have no worries or concerns with this truck. I expect to get another 10 years out
of it. Two oil changes, one thermostat, one battery, that's it. Read less. I've had this truck for
about 10 years, she had around 50k miles when I acquired her. She now has k miles and still
runs like new. I'm not a Ford or Chevy or Dodge person, I firmly believe that how well you
maintain a vehicle is far more important than who put the parts together. Sure I've done a lot of
maintenance fuel pump, timing belt, alternator, shackles and hangers including all of the regular
stuff tires, regular oil changes , but that is to be expected. I would still feel comfortable driving
this truck across the country, more so than most vehicles ten years newer. I've invested a lot of
money into things such as premium audio with bluetooth and European smoke headlights and a
brushguard just to make her feel new again and caught up with the times. I'm also a really big
guy, tipping the scales at nearly pounds, and I have tons of room in the driver's seat and the
seatbelt fits with plenty to spare. She's hauled anything I've thrown at her, far more than she is
rated for. Pulling a trailer results in a pretty slow speed since she only had hp from the factory,
especially trying to go uphill, but she has never once overheated. I had a Durango Limited with
the Magnum 5. I bought this truck used in It has been the most dependable vehicle I have ever
owned. Gas mileage isn't that great 20 mpg , but a very strong performer. The 4. Great
acceleration for passing truckers on hills in the mountains. The 4WD has performed flawlessly
in the winter, and I have pulled lots of people out of ditches and towed them up icy hills. The
only things I've replaced on this truck are the front brake shoes 80, miles , a couple sets of tires,
and the windshield. Bought new. Followed scheduled maintenance closely. Only 3 major repairs
- replaced radiator cracked plastic connectors , timing belt at k miles, and replaced clutch at k
miles. Mileage on truck evenly divided between city, high speed freeway over the Sierras and
Cascades mountains and 2 lane rural highways in the Sierras. Gas mileage ranges from 20 to
22mpg in city and 25 to 29mpg highways, with the best mpg on slower, smoother 2 lane
highways. Best features are the mechanical reliability, excellent visibility, 5 speed manual, and
ease of entering and exiting the fairly room cab. Worst features are the slow acceleration
"C'mon truck!! Let's Go! In winter, I put on studded snow tire on all 4 wheels and load lbs. The
Ranger does OK on level or slight slopes, if driven with caution, but is "squirrelly" on steeper
grades and curves due to its narrow stance, high center of gravity, and light front end. I will note
that although the little Ford Ranger was well worth the modest price I paid for it great reliability,
5speed manual, ease of driving it is now starting show its age. Specifically, there are minor but
annoying electrical problems that are hard to diagnose and repair. The dome light often stays
on after closing the doors tightly but when it will do so and how long it will stay lit is
unpredictable - possibly a short due to frayed insulation. The same is true for the door ajar
buzzer which also comes on at random times. Be aware that on older "modern" vehicles -ie.

Modern cars are now as much an electrical appliance as a mechanical device. See all reviews of
the Used Ford Ranger. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Ranger. Sign Up. I also had to have the valves rebuilt at 98, miles. I do have to say that the CD
player and radio have worked perfectly for 8 years. Even though it is a small bore V6, it does not
get good gas mileage, or even decent gas mileage. On average, it will get about 16 MPG. Since I
am about 6 foot 2, the cab feels like a The styling of the Ranger has always looked very sharp.
Subtle curves and aggressive stance have made it LOOK like a little beast. Even the short cab
and short bed model looks good with a set of off-road tires. The entertainment systems all work
perfectly and have grand sound from the speakers. The paint looks great, even though there are
a handul of dents and scratches. This is one of Fords highlighted points. Their paint always
looks good even several years after it has been applied. Pros - Very stylish design, sounds
good when the engine chugs, CD Player will work for up to 8 years, Fords famous paint lasts
forever. The 3. Conclusion - Only buy this truck if you can get some kind of warranty, and if you
start getting major malfunctions, it might be time for a new car. I was driving home from college
for Thanksgiving break and the plug broke and shot out of the side of the block on I The
ceramic part shot out of the metal threaded end, and the threaded end was still in the block. Is
that kind of what happened to yours? Do you know what caused it? The blower motor resistor is
the part that controls the speed of the fan. If it only operates on higher, the motor could be
faulty. My ranger is having oil pressure problems when i start the truck it had pressure for about
5 mins then when driving it loses pressure the gauge bounces up and down and there is now
power to the motor does anyone know what this could be? This sounds like a problem with the
oil pump. You should get it check, or consider replacing it. My truck is having oil pressure
problems when running it has pressure then after 5 mins it drops out and then bounces up and
down the truck also has now power when pressure fluctuates what could this be the only thing i
cam think is sending unit or oil pump. I experienced the same issue on a vehicle and it ended up
being the oil pump. ReviewStream real consumers real experience. Are you familiar with this? I
can not say I have enjoyed this vehicle for the several years I have been driving it agree? Randy
Burke says : Hello, I have also had the same problem with the spark plug breaking. Jules Li
says : Why should I trust? Bill says : My ranger is having oil pressure problems when i start the
truck it had pressure for about 5 mins then when driving it loses pressure the gauge bounces
up and down and there is now power to the motor does anyone know what this could be? Bill
says : My truck is having oil pressure problems when running it has pressure then after 5 mins
it drops out and then bounces up and down the truck also has now power when pressure
fluctuates what could this be the only thing i cam think is sending unit or oil pump reply agree?
Share your thoughts. Your opinion is valuable. Sidenotes Want to buy Gift it to me. To Buy or
Not to Buy? Ford Ranger. Medford Motors Medford Wisconsin. Ford Explorer. Ford Taurus The
Ford Focus. Ford Focus. The review was published as it's written by reviewer in February, The
reviewer certified that no compensation was received from the reviewed item producer,
trademark owner or any other institution, related with the item reviewed. The site is not
responsible for the mistakes made. Feel free to rate it! Georgia, US I can not say I have enjoyed
this vehicle for the several years I have been driving it agree? Bill says : My truck is having oil
pressure problems when running it has pressure then after 5 mins it drops out and then
bounces up and down the truck also has now power when pressure fluctuates what could this
be the only thing i cam think is sending unit or oil pump reply. Want to sell. Price To Buy or Not
to Buy? Don't Be Nice. Be Helpful. Do you know? Have a rest Consumer game Request review
Is your opinion valuable? I was pleasantly surprised to find that it gets thirty miles to a gallon. It
has a sleek body style that most rangers don't have, and it is all stock. The hood looks like a
rally hood and it has 18" alloy wheels. It has a 3. I got a good buy on it because the
transmission was bad. The truck was drivable but you couldn't use overdrive and the reverse
was weak. I was working quite a distance from home and thought that a small 4 wheel drive
would be the answer. I wanted something that would keep me on the road and out of the ditches
during Ford Ranger The Ford Ranger is comparable to being the Wal-mart version of the
working mans small pickup. It is an affordable truck compared to other light duty trucks. It gets
the job done when the job isnt something extra heavy duty. There is a 4 cylider version that
comes with I should have know when this first transpired that I should have just cancelled the
order for the truck. I had not put any money down on My car is what they call a crossover,
meaning it's a cross between a car and an SUV. The Ford I encountered a very nice sales
person at the local Ford dealer to test drive this truck. The Ford F Truck is an automatic, with a
4. I liked that the truck I requested politely to ask her to let me to drive all of us I guess it's just
my favorite brand of car. I always find means and ways to either drive someone else's Ford, or

rent it. I feel that I have a connection with this car. The latest Ford Taurus My boyfriend drives a
Ford Taurus. The car is a four door, with airbags of course. It is a comfy car to ride as a
passenger in, and it is fun and easy to drive also. He bought this Ford Taurus several years ago,
and we instantly loved the I have had this car for two years and I have never had a problem with
it yet. It has never caused me any trouble, such as, breaking down or having something Ford
Focus My grand father has bought the new vehicle, which is actually four-wheeler. And the
name of that vehicle is Ford Focus. I had been to my grand fathers house last month and I saw
the new Car Ford focus, wow it is really cool. The colour The model is very attractive with 5 cute
doors it is very comfortable to sit inside for 5 people and the drive is very smooth and it dose
not make the This vehicle is big and roomy. There is definitely plenty of room in the Ford
Expedition to haul and carry virtually anything. The seats are extremely comfortable. They fold
down Skip to main content. Related: ford ranger xlt 3. Include description. ACDelco 5 Items 5.
Dayco 9 Items 9. Fel-Pro 6 Items 6. Ford 2 Items 2. Gates 9 Items 9. Motorcraft 17 Items Standard
9 Items 9. Unbranded 6 Items 6. Brand Type. Genuine OEM 11 Items Aftermarket Branded 67
Items Not Specified 16 Items Placement on Vehicle. Front 6 Items 6. Rear 5 Items 5. Right 5
Items 5. Left 1 Items 1. Upper 6 Items 6. Lower 4 Items 4. Not Specified 83 Items Unspecified
Length 4 Items 4. Lifetime 16 Items Not Specified 34 Items New 99 Items Used 1 Items 1. Please
provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers. Buy It Now Item
Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only.
Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity
Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View
Customize. Find the right parts for your Ford 3. Enter Model Tell us about your vehicle to find
the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Free returns. Leave feedback about your eBay search
experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and
bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. The rocker arms in a Ford Ranger transfer camshaft movement to valve movement, which
control the inlet and exhaust of gasses into each cylinder. Given the fast operating speed of the
camshaft, precise rocker arm maintenance is crucial to the operation of the 3. A moderate level
of mechanical experience is necessary when performing this adjustment. Proper rocker arm
torque is essential to safe engine operation. Every hardware item in an internal combustion
engine must be torqued. Proper torqueing prevents the hardware from working its way loose,
damaging the rocker arm from excessive torque or allowing the rocker arm to shift during
operation. Torque each fulcrum bolt to 8 foot-pounds. If your foot-pound torque wrench does
not adjust to 8 foot-pounds, torque to 96 inch-pounds with an inch-pound wrench. With the
number one piston top dead center, torque the number one exhaust, number two intake,
number four exhaust, number five intake and both piston three and six valve fulcrum bolts to 19
foot-pounds. With the number two piston top dead center, torque the number one intake,
number two exhaust, number four intake and number five exhaust valve fulcrum bolts to 19
foot-pounds. Justin Chacos is a professional mechanic with experience on all vehicle types,
from cars to boats to airplanes. He has been writing since and has been published in multiple
maintenance manuals and journals. He holds a Master of Science from the University of
Arkansas. Rocker Torque Specifications for a Ford Ranger 3. Initial Torque Torque each fulcrum
bolt to 8 foot-pounds. Final Torque With the number one piston top dead center, torque the
number one exhaust, number two intake, number four exhaust, number five intake and both
piston three and six valve fulcrum bolts to 19 foot-pounds. Ford 3. Known as the Vulcan, this V6
with a cast iron block came in both gas and flex-fuel configurations. The was introduced to the
market as a fuel injected motor that was featured in Ford, Mazda and Mercury cars and trucks
with the most popular being the Ford Ranger and Mazda B Our XP1 series is far from a rebuilt
Ford 3. Every long block is certified and thoroughly tested before leaving our facility and comes
with our Platinum warranty. Every Ford 3. Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed by steel
micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin
our precision boring and honing process. Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can
maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely meet the recommended RMA readings.
Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with strict accordance to factory
recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro polished to achieve a 12 RMA
reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and sealing
of the head gasket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and
seals that feature the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and
longevity. These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to
eliminate the chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated
their block using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple
angled cutters are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All

valves, valve springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting and
exceeding OEM specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every
remanufactured long block has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws
and failure points that can be found in many of today's engines. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3
weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom Ford 3. Product Details. Condition New product. In
most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Ranger
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. I didn't notice any problems in the driving of the
vehicle". An expensive kit is required to be installed in order to adjust the camber of the front
wheels. This was required after only miles". They were simply wearing out". Replaced myself at
low cost and had front end re-aligned". Require replacement with tie rods. New alignment
required afterwards". Had to replace it was so bad". This was probably do to me overloading the
truck with heavy mulch. I replaced both rear springs myself. One spring had the top leaf broke
in half and was just rattling around. The other springs top leaf was totally gone. What's up with
that? I do not load the truck heavily so chose not to repair it". Dealer indicated this was a
common issue". I've been told that they cause those unsightly areas on alum Rims". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Dealer says it is fine, yet light continues after paying them too much
money to fix it! At the time I got it fixed I needer to replace the brakes all over the truck the
rotors and the rear brakes and drums. I was nearly able to get it to mechanic". Mechanic
adjusted, but still not very effective. This is actually a Ford Ranger but your survey site does not
go back that far in model years. I am able to release the brake now by pulling on the cable stub;
otherwise the Parking brake works fine. Right now it is disconnected". You can drive in reverse
but it will stay applied when you try to drive forward. I have had this worked on numerous times
in the past 5 years". I had AAA tow the truck to the repair shop. Ended up replacing both rear
brake sets. Brake fluid leaked as a result, and the brakes failed". Had to have vehicle towed in
for repair. We are now trying to sell it. Too many problems and dealer is awful to work with".
The dealer attempted to fix it twice with no luck. When the warrantee was out, we were told by
the dealer and a couple of independent repair shops we needed to replace the compressor
because the couldn't find the leak in any of the lines. I knew this was bullshit because have had
a compressor die on me and thats an unmistakable noise. Luckily for me my next door
neighbor's nephewworks with cars and told us to check these two valves, like large tire valves,
and see if one or both were leaking. I wish I could remember the name to help other readers.
Sure enough it was one of them. So they are either incompetent, or crooks. No resolved.
Replaced air conditioning. Works well now. They repaired it quickly. Knew it had to be replaced.
Factored into price paid for truck". Truck too old so driving in hot climate without AC". Dash
light bulbs are burning out. Door button electric locks will not work by button or". Changed
water pump, still no heat. Changed hoses, flushed heater core, no heat. Changed location of
hoses and got heat. Ford truck runs fine for a 21years. I do have a small amount of rust; also.
Basically ; it runs well. Seems to lose refrigerant and so the compressor shuts off. It will run
again for a similar period if left off for a while". AC worked well for a week before losing it's
refrigerant". Has to be recharged appx once per year. Maint persons have not found leak". Still
works good enough for Texas summers". Not found refrigerant leak but a recharge keeps AC
working for the summer months. Need to take in for recharge. Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The attachments rusted and it
hung precariously until I had it bolted with rust proof parts". Truck is white. I am currently
looking to purchase a used bed. I replaced front bumper to pass inspection, but have not yet
repaired other rust. I have to replace the entire bed now". The bumper has a big rust hole in it".
Exhaust pipe rusted through and fell off. Springs are rusted". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. However, when it
blows, it will blow multiple times within a short distance. Once, I had to replace it four times in
one day". I stop. My air conditioning has not worked properly for 10 years. It's been checked
many times. On hot days only it will start fine, pumping out cold air and then just stop send
refrigerated air. Sometimes, if I stop and restart the engine, it will return, but never longer than
10 mins". Then it began on the instrument cluster, going out and back on again on right side
then progressing to the left. On off on off. Then finally off. I have not yet resolved this problem".
Seems to be a faulty sensor somewhere. Both would eventually result in not being able to close

windows or unlock doors even with a key. AAA was able to fix each time". Not something a
novice can do. I LOVE this truck". Was second such failure in short period". I was able to
replace it myself with help from son in law. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Never had this problem before in the 10 pickups
i've owned. Diagnosed as computer trouble but issues aren't consistent". It is best dealt with by
simply resetting that computer function". The engione ran rough at madium throttle. Eventually
goes away". Has gotten as low as 13 mpg in town even with premium fuel". And your survey did
not have a Ford Ranger. Dealer did not recommend repair since transmission would have to be
removed". This is Unacceptable! Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket,
turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Apparently common as there is a kit to
repair. Kit worked for six months. Replacement of head was the next fix. A lot of parts were
changed prior to the heads being rebuilt, diagnosing the problem". By , miles, 4 cylinders had
low compression and I had to replace the engine. I am now having the same problem, , miles
later on the second engine". I always have all my work done at my Ford dealer where I bought
the vehicle". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Was
resolved width a total overhaul with all new parts". I took it in and they said it was because there
was loose 'stuff' My words in the trans and it had to be replaced. I have not had any major
repairs to this car before this and it could be said that c". It was given to me as a gift. And it has
been a battle keeping it on the road. I have paid for it more than once and can not afford to put
any more money into it". The shop said that was normal for that many miles". I was told it is the
steering system. Ford dealers were completely unable to resolve the issue, so we just accept
the high wind noise leve". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Probably
to be expected due to age". Broken hanger at the end of the tail pipe". In the process, the
garage mechanics found it necessary to loosen exnaust manifod and header pipe nuts and
bolts. I now have an exhaust manifold leak and a warning that the whole exhause". Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. I believe the hinge is bad causing a
misalignment. Very annoying. Dealers unable to fix. Must be slammed to be barely engaged. My
opinion: stems from poorly fitted major right side panel during manufacture". I have had it
repaired and now it stopped working again-so I manually lock it. The return spring is now
weak". They always break on the Rangers. Luckily did not hit another vehicle. Spare tire was
never deployed or replaced. Do not live in northeast, nor did vehicle come from northeast". The
automatic mechanism still works, but shuts off before window is all the way up. Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Not radiator, hoses, or head
gasket. Not sure where it goes, but not the tailpipe or ground leak". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Battery very difficult to extract and replace". Mechanic could not find any
problems with the engine systems". It was replaced along with a new wire set and it runs just
fine now. Cause possibly more the servicing dealer than the vehicle but since there is a kit to
repair, assuming it is a common engine issue". Replaced ignition wires and spark plugs". All
the plugs are clean. The plug that last the longest is a Motorcraft plug". Engine light code PO
Cylinder 4 misfire. Corrected many times Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Had the transmission serviced which did not correct the problem. Transmission
still slips occasionally". So far no problems". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Just an odd,nuisance. The speedometer
doesn't work, the radio goes out and so will the interior lights". Everything from adjusting the
air-conditioning ,blower fan to using the turn signals to using the windshield wipers affects the
severity and tone of the static. FM radio works fine". Replaced with dealer supplied but not free
parts. Repairs by independent repair garage". Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Ford Ranger Change Vehicle. The Ford Ranger falls far short of modern pickup-truck standards.
It's ungainly and stiff-riding; has a rough and noisy, inefficient engine; and a cramped,
uncomfortable cabin. The interior is crudely finished. Compact dimensions and a usefully sized
bed are the Ranger's only pluses. Even if you took thousands off its list price, the Ranger still
would not be a bargain. There are 8 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a

standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from ESC and side air bags standard from Stability control and side air bags
are standard for This is the last year for the Ranger. Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Alignment "When I scheduled an oil change
and tire rotation it was apparent one front tire was wearing tread on one side of the tire at a
faster rate than the other tires. I didn't notice any problems in the driving of the vehicle" Marvin
D. They were simply wearing out" Ronald D. Replaced myself at low cost and had front end
re-aligned" Daniel L. I do not load the truck heavily so chose not to repair it" Thomas J. Dealer
indicated this was a common issue" Greg L. Right now it is disconnected" Daniel W. I have had
this worked on numerous times in the past 5 years" Daniel W. Brake fluid leaked as a result, and
the brakes failed" Robert M. Too many problems and dealer is awful to work with" Tina M. Truck
too old so driving in hot climate without AC" Nancy M. It will run again for a similar period if left
off for a while" Robert W. AC worked well for a week before losing it's refrigerant" Robert S. I
have to replace the entire bed now" Jeff G. The bumper has a big rust hole in it" Karen C.
Sometimes, if I stop and restart the engine, it will return, but never longer than 10 mins" George
C. Accessory belts or pulleys "Broken pulley belt tensioner arm" Nancy W. Cylinder head "One

cylinder failed and spent the money to have them redone but it happened after about 17 years of
reliable service. A lot of parts were changed prior to the heads being rebuilt, diagnosing the
problem" Anonymous, WI Ford Ranger None 4. I am now having the same problem, , miles later
on the second engine" George C. I always have all my work done at my Ford dealer where I
bought the vehicle" Janell C. Clutch replacement "Clutches wear out, so I'm not hand i tend to
brake with mine at stops especially on hills, so I'm not hacked that the clutch needed tobe
replaced after 10 years. Was resolved width a total overhaul with all new parts" Anonymous,
Ford Ranger None 4. I have paid for it more than once and can not afford to put any more money
into it" Florena C. Ford dealers were completely unable to resolve the issue, so we just accept
the high wind noise leve" P W. Exhaust leaks "Exhaust rusted through creating holes, hold up
bracket rusted through, exhaust 'Y' pipe had to be made by Midas as there no replacements,
overall it cost Broken hanger at the
2000 impala headlights
2007 ford mustang manual
01 chevy blazer fuel pump
end of the tail pipe" D H. I now have an exhaust manifold leak and a warning that the whole
exhause" Ernest K. Doors or sliding doors "minor body work required removal of seat belt
retainers at bottom of front doors. My opinion: stems from poorly fitted major right side panel
during manufacture" Anonymous, GA Ford Ranger None 3. The return spring is now weak" Jeff
G. Antifreeze leaks "Antifreeze level dropping with no apparent leaks. Alternator "Alternator
shorted and drained battery. Cause possibly more the servicing dealer than the vehicle but
since there is a kit to repair, assuming it is a common engine issue" Anonymous, NE Ford
Ranger None 4. So far no problems" Daniel W. The speedometer doesn't work, the radio goes
out and so will the interior lights" Florena C. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

